SPIDAN Suspension Springs –
Why better noise protection also means more safety

Suspension noise after a spring change? Choose quiet springs from SPIDAN!
Protection from noise and rust – SPIDAN coil springs with isolator sleeve!
“Peace and quiet, finally!”

New springs are expected to deliver excellent handling and a comfortable ride. But what about noise? You shouldn’t be able to hear a good spring – from the spring itself or transmitted from the chassis.

That’s why SPIDAN springs are the solution. SPIDAN springs come equipped in all necessary applications with an isolator sleeve for effective noise insulation between chassis and bodyshell.

More than one side effect: less rust, more safety

The isolator sleeve also provides additional protection against corrosion. It is highly effective in preventing wear or stone-chip damage to the paintwork in this vulnerable area. Corrosion is one of a spring’s greatest enemies.

SPIDAN springs thus offer double safety – through multiple coats of paint and, where required, through the isolator sleeve!

SPIDAN springs are fully OE conformant:
- Material and coil to OE specifications
- Spring rate adapted perfectly to each vehicle type
- Colour markings to OE standards

Things run noticeably better with GKN Automotive products.